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Permission (Control) - Create, Read, Write, Delete The default value is Application, which indicates that the Access Control is
normal. If the parameter is any other value, this means that the specified Access Control is performed with the user. For
example, if the parameter is File, the Access Control is performed with the user. If the parameter is the user, the Access Control
is normal. Label_Build User is used as a parameter to access the parameter. This indicates that the parameter and its contents
can be accessed. For example, if the parameter is File, Access Control is normal. If the parameter is User, the Access Control is
performed with the user. Label_Manufacturer User is used as a parameter to access the parameter. This indicates that the
parameter and its contents can be accessed. For example, if the parameter is File, Access Control is normal. If the parameter is
User, the Access Control is performed with the user. Label_Model User is used as a parameter to access the parameter. This
indicates that the parameter and its contents can be accessed. For example, if the parameter is File, Access Control is normal. If
the parameter is User, the Access Control is performed with the user. Label_LastUpdated For the “user” parameter, this method
represents the version information of the user who updated the parameter. For other parameters, this method represents the
version information when the parameter was created. Label_SerialNo User is used as a parameter to access the parameter. This
indicates that the parameter and its contents can be accessed. For example, if the parameter is File, Access Control is normal. If
the parameter is User, the Access Control is performed with the user. Label_SpecVersion User is used as a parameter to access
the parameter. This indicates that the parameter and its contents can be accessed. For example, if the parameter is File, Access
Control is normal. If the parameter is User, the Access Control is performed with the user. Label_Vendor User is used as a
parameter to access the parameter. This indicates that the parameter and its contents can be accessed. For example, if the
parameter is File, Access Control is normal. If the parameter is User, the Access Control is performed with the user. f678ea9f9e
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